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Abstract

The lack of labeled training data has limited the development of natural language processing tools, such as named entity recognition, for many languages spoken in developing countries. Techniques such as distant and weak supervision can be used to create labeled data in a (semi-)automatic way. Additionally, to alleviate some of the negative effects of the errors in automatic annotation, noise-handling methods can be integrated. Pretrained word embeddings are another key component of most neural named entity classifiers. With the advent of more complex contextual word embeddings, an interesting trade-off between model size and performance arises. While these techniques have been shown to work well in high-resource settings, we want to study how they perform in low-resource scenarios. In this work, we perform named entity recognition for Hausa and Yorùbá, two languages that are widely spoken in several developing countries. We evaluate different embedding approaches and show that distant supervision can be successfully leveraged in a realistic low-resource scenario where it can more than double a classifier’s performance.

1 Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a classification task that identifies words in a text that refer to entities (such as dates, person, organization and location names). It is a core task of natural language processing and a component for many downstream applications like search engines, knowledge graphs and personal assistants. For high-resource languages like English, this is a well-studied problem with complex state-of-the-art systems reaching close to or above 90% F1-score on the standard datasets CoNLL03 (Baevski et al., 2019) and Ontonotes (Akbik et al., 2018). In recent years, research has been extended to a larger pool of languages including those of developing countries (Christianson et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Mayhew et al., 2019; Cao et al., 2019). Often, for these languages (like Hausa and Yorùbá studied here), there exists a large population with access to digital devices and internet (and therefore digital text), but natural language processing (NLP) tools do not support them.

One key reason is the absence of labeled training data required to train these systems. While manually labeled, gold-standard data is often only available in small quantities, it tends to be much easier to obtain large amounts of unlabeled text. Distant and weak supervision methods can then be used to create labeled data in a (semi-)automatic way. Using context (Mahajan et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019), external knowledge and resources (Li et al., 2017; Pan et al., 2017), expert rules (Ratner et al., 2016, 2019) or self-training (Chen et al., 2018; Paul et al., 2019), a corpus or dataset can be labeled quickly and cheaply. Additionally, a variety of noise-handling methods have been proposed to circumvent the negative effects that errors in this automatic annotation might have on the performance of a machine learning classifier.

In this work, we study two methods of distant supervision for NER: Automatic annotation rules and matching of lists of entities from an external knowledge source. While distant supervision has
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been successfully used for high resource languages, it is not straight forward that these also work
in low-resource settings where the amount of available external information might be much lower.
The knowledge graph of Wikidata e.g. contains 4 million person names in English while only 32
thousand such names are available in Yoruba, many of which are Western names.
Orthogonally to distant supervision, the pre-training of word embeddings is a key component for
training many neural NLP models. A vector representation for words is built in an unsupervised
fashion, i.e. on unlabeled text. Standard embedding techniques include Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016). In the last two years,
contextualized word embeddings have been proposed (Peters et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2019;
Devlin et al., 2019). At the cost of having a much larger model size, these vector representations
take the context of words into account and have been shown to outperform other embeddings
in many tasks. In this study, we evaluate both types of representations.

The key questions we are interested in this paper are: How do NER models perform for Hausa
and Yoruba, two languages from developing countries? Are distant-supervision techniques relying
on external information also useful in low-resource settings? How do simple and contextual word
embeddings trade-off in model size and performance?

2 BACKGROUND & METHODS

2.1 LANGUAGES

**Hausa language** is the second most spoken indigenous language in Africa with over 40 million
native speakers (Eberhard et al., 2019), and one of the three major languages in Nigeria, along with
Igbo and Yoruba. The language is native to the Northern part of Nigeria and the southern part of
Niger, and it is widely spoken in West and Central Africa as a trade language in eight other countries:
Benin, Ghana, Cameroon, Togo, Côte d’Ivoire, Chad, Burkina Faso, and Sudan. Hausa has several
dialects but the one regarded as standard Hausa is the *Kananci* spoken in the ancient city of Kano
in Nigeria. Kananci is the dialect popularly used in many local (e.g VON news[^1]) and international
news media such as BBC, VOA, DW and Radio France Internationale. Hausa is a tone language
but the tones are often ignored in writings, the language is written in a modified Latin alphabet.
Despite the popularity of Hausa as an important regional language in Africa and it’s popularity in
news media, it has very little or no labelled data for common NLP tasks such as text classification,
named entity recognition and question answering.

**Yoruba language** is the third most spoken indigenous language in Africa after Swahili and Hausa
with over 35 million native speakers (Eberhard et al., 2019). The language is native to the South-
western part of Nigeria and the Southern part of Benin, and it is also spoken in other countries
like Republic of Togo, Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire, Sierra Leone, Cuba and Brazil. Yoruba has several
dialects but the written language has been standardized by the 1974 Joint Consultative Committee
on Education (Asahiah et al., 2017), it has 25 letters without the Latin characters (c, q, v, x and z)
and with additional characters (e., gb, s., o.). Yoruba is a tone language and the tones are represented
as diacritics in written text, there are three tones in Yoruba namely low (\"\), mid (“-“) and high
(\'/\'). The mid tone is usually ignored in writings. Often time articles written online including news
articles[^2] like BBC and VON ignore diacritics. Ignoring diacritics makes it difficult to identify or
pronounce words except they are in a context. For example, *ọwọ* (money), *ọvwọ* (broom), *ọvwọ*
(business), *ọvwọ* (honour), *ọwọ* (hand), and *ọvwọ* (group) will be mapped to *owo* without diacritics.
Similar to the Hausa language, there are few or no labelled datasets for NLP tasks.

2.2 DATASETS & EMBEDDINGS

The Hausa data used in this paper is part of the LORELEI[^3] language pack. It consists of Broad
Operational Language Translation (BOLT) data gathered from news sites, forums, weblogs, Wikipedia
articles and twitter messages. We use a split of 10k training and 1k test instances. Due to the Hausa

[^1]: https://www.von.gov.ng/hausa/
data not being publicly available at the time of writing, we could only perform a limited set of experiments on it.

The Yorubá NER data used in this work is the annotated corpus of Global Voices news article\textsuperscript{4} recently released by Alabi et al. (2020). The dataset consists of 1,101 sentences (26k tokens) divided into 709 training sentences, 113 validation sentences and 279 test sentences based on 65%/10%/25% split ratio. The named entities in the dataset are personal names (PER), organization (ORG), location (LOC) and date & time (DATE). All other tokens are assigned a tag of "O".

For the Yorubá NER training, we make use of Yorubá FastText embeddings\textsuperscript{5} that was trained on 104 languages including Yoruba. Instead of the original FastText embeddings Bojanowski et al. (2016), we chose FastText embeddings trained on a multi-domain and high-quality dataset (Alabi et al., 2020) because it gave better word similarity scores.

2.3 Distant and Weak Supervision

In this work, we rely on two sources of distant supervision chosen for its ease of application:

Rules allow to apply the knowledge of domain experts without the manual effort of labeling each instance. They are especially suited for entities that follow specific patterns, like time phrases in text (see also Strögen et al. (2018)). We use them for the DATE entity. In Yoruba, date expressions are written with the keywords of “oṣù” (day), “oṣù” (month), and “odún” (year). Similarly, time expressions are written with keywords such as “wákárì” (hour), “iṣẹjú” (minute) and “iṣẹjú-aaya” (seconds). Relative date and time expressions are also written with keywords “lodún” (in the year), “losù” (in the month), “lóṣè” (in the week), “lojọ” (in the day). An example of a date expression is: “8th of December, 2018” in Yorubá translates to “oṣù 8 oṣù Opẹ, odún 2018”

Lists of Entities can be obtained from a variety of sources like gazetteers, dictionaries, phone books, census data and Wikipedia categories (Ratinov & Roth, 2009). In recent years, knowledge bases like Freebase and Wikidata have become another option to retrieve entity lists in a structured way. An entity list is created by extracting all names of that type from a knowledge source (e.g. all person names from Wikidata). If a word or token from the unlabeled text matches an entry in an entity list, it is assigned the corresponding label. Experts can add heuristics to this automatic labeling that improve the matching (Dembowski et al., 2017). These include e.g. normalizing the grammatical form of words or filtering common false positives.

Another popular method for low-resource NER is the use of cross-lingual information (Rahimi et al., 2019). Alternatives to distant supervision are crowd-sourcing (Rehbein & Ruppenhofer, 2017) and non-expert annotations (Mayhew & Roth, 2018).

2.4 Learning With Noisy Labels

The labels obtained through distant and weak supervision methods tend to contain a high amount of errors. In the Food101N dataset (Lee et al., 2018) around 20% of the automatically obtained labels are incorrect while for Clothing1M (Xiao et al., 2015) the noise rate is more than 60%. Learning with this additional, noisily labeled data can result in lower classification performance compared to just training on a small set of clean labels (cf. e.g. Fang & Cohn (2016)). A variety of techniques have been proposed to handle label noise like modelling the underlying noise process (Lange et al., 2019) and filtering noisy instances (Yang et al., 2018, Nguyen et al., 2020). Frenay & Verleysen (2014) gives an in-depth introduction into this field and Algan & Ulusoy (2019) survey more recent approaches, focusing on the vision domain.

In this work, we experiment with three noise handling techniques. The approach by Bekker & Goldberger (2016) estimates a noise channel using the EM algorithm. It treats all labels as possibly noisy and does not distinguish between a clean and a noisy part of the data. In contrast, the method by Hedderich & Klakow (2018) leverages the existence of a small set of gold standard labels, something that - in our experience - is often available even in low resource settings. Having such a small set of clean labels is beneficial both for the main model itself as well as for the noise handling technique.

\textsuperscript{4}https://yo.globalvoices.org/
\textsuperscript{5}https://github.com/google-research/bert/blob/master/multilingual.md
Both approaches model the relationship between clean and noisy labels using a confusion matrix. This allows adapting the noisy to the clean label distribution during training. For a setting with 5 labels, it only requires $5^2 = 25$ additional parameters to estimate which could be beneficial when only few training data is available. The technique by Veit et al. (2017) (adapted to NER by Hedderich & Klakow (2018)) learns a more complex neural network to clean the noisy labels before training with them. It also takes the features into account when cleaning the noise and it might, therefore, be able to model more complex noise processes. All three techniques can be easily added to the existing standard neural network architectures for NER.

### 3 Models & Experimental Settings

**Hausa** Distant supervision on Hausa was performed using lists of person names extracted from Wikipedia data. Since we had limited access to the data, we tested a simplified binary NER-tagging setting (PERSON-tags only). As a base model, we used a Bi-LSTM model developed for Part-of-Speech tagging (Plank et al., 2016). For noise handling, we apply the **Noise Channel** model by Bekker & Goldberger (2016).

**Yorubá** For Yorubá, the entity lists were created by extracting person, location and organization entities from Wikidata in English and Yorubá. Additionally, a list of person names in Nigeria was obtained from a Yorubá Name website (8,365 names) and list of popular Hausa, Igbo, Fulani and Yorubá people on Wikipedia (in total 9,241 names). As manual heuristic, a minimum name length of 2 was set for extraction of PER (except for Nigerian names), LOC and ORG. The Nigerian names were set to include names with a minimum length of 3. For the DATE label, a native Yorubá speaker wrote some annotation rules using 11 “date keywords” (“ọjọ”, “ọṣẹ”, “ọṣù”, “ọdún”, “wákāt”, “ọdún-un”, “ọdún-un” “ọlọṣẹ”, “ọlojọ”, “aago”) following these two criteria: (1) A token is a date keyword or follows a date keyword in a sequence. (2) A token is a digit. For Yorubá, we evaluate four settings with different amounts of clean data, namely 1k, 2k, 4k and the full dataset. As distantly supervised data with noisy labels, the full dataset is used. Additionally, 19,559 words from 18 articles of the Global News Corpus (different from the articles in the training corpus) were automatically annotated.

The **Bi-LSTM** model consists of a Bi-LSTM layer followed by a linear layer to extract input features. The Bi-LSTM layer has a 300-dimensional hidden state for each direction. For the final classification, an additional linear layer is added to output predicted class distributions. For noise handling, we experiment with the **Confusion Matrix** model by Hedderich & Klakow (2018) and the **Cleaning** model by Veit et al. (2017). We repeat all the Bi-LSTM experiments 20 times and report the average F1-score (following the approach by Tjong Kim Sang & De Meulder (2003)) and the standard error.

The **BERT** model is obtained by fine-tuning the pre-trained BERT embeddings on NER data with an additional untrained CRF classifier. We fine-tuned all the parameters of BERT including that of the CRF end-to-end. This has been shown to give better performance than using word features extracted from BERT to train a classifier (Devlin et al., 2019). The evaluation result is obtained as an average of 5 runs, we report the F1-score and the standard error in the result section.
4 RESULTS

The results for Hausa are given in Table 1a. Training with a mix of 50% clean and 50% distantly-supervised data performs 15 F1-score points below using the whole 100% clean data which is to be expected due to the lower quality of the distantly-supervised labels. Using the Noise Channel closes half of this gap. Due to the limited availability of the dataset, we could unfortunately not investigate this further, but it shows already the benefits that are possible through noise-handling. An evaluation of the distant supervision for Yorùbá is given in Table 1b. The quality of the automatically annotated labels differs between the classes. Locations perform better than person and organization names, probably due to locations being less diverse and better covered in Wikidata. With simple date rules, we obtain already a 48% F1-score. This shows the importance of leveraging the knowledge of native speakers in automatic annotations. Overall a decent annotation can be obtained by the distant supervision and it even outperforms some of the actual machine learning models in the low-resource setting. Table 1c compares using only Wikidata as data source versus adding additional, manually obtained lists of person names. While adding a list of Yorùbá names only improves recall slightly, the integration of Nigerian names helps to boost recall by 13 points.

The experimental results for Yorùbá are given in Figure 1. The setting differs from the experiments with Hausa in that there is a small clean training set and additional, distantly-supervised data. For the Bi-LSTM model, adding distantly-supervised labels always helps. In the low-resource settings with 1k and 2k labeled data, it more than doubles the performance. Handling the noise in the distant supervision can result in slight improvements. The noise-cleaning approach struggles somewhat while the confusion matrix architecture does give better results in the majority of the scenarios. Training on 5k labeled data with distantly supervised data and noise handling, one can obtain a performance close to using the full 17k manually labeled token.

The Bi-LSTM model has 1.50 million parameters (1.53 million for the cleaning model), while BERT has 110 million parameters. There is a clear trade-off between model size and performance. The BERT model is 70 times larger and obtains consistently better results due to its more complex, contextual embeddings pretrained on more data. Still, the F1-score also drops nearly half for the BERT model in the 1k setting compared to the full dataset. For 1k and 2k labeled data, the distant supervision helps to improve the model’s performance. However, once the model trained only on clean data reaches a higher F1-score than the distant supervision technique, the model trained on clean and distantly-supervised data deteriorates. This suggests that the BERT model overfits too much on the noise in the distant supervision.

5 CONCLUSION

In this study, we analysed distant supervision techniques and label-noise handling for NER in Hausa and Yorùbá, two languages from developing countries. We showed that they can be successfully leveraged in a realistic low-resource scenario to double a classifier’s performance. If model size is
not a constraint, the more complex BERT model clearly outperforms the smaller Bi-LSTM architecture. Nevertheless, there is still a large gap between the best performing model on Yorúbá with 66 F1-score and the state-of-the-art in English around 90.

We see several interesting follow-ups to these evaluations. In the future, we want to evaluate if noise handling methods can also allow the more complex BERT model to benefit from distant supervision. Regarding the model complexity, it would be interesting to experiment with more compact models like DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) that reach a similar performance with a smaller model size for high-resource settings. In general, we want to investigate more in-depth the trade-offs between model complexity and trainability in low-resource scenarios.
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